Shabbat Shalom Yisrael,
Last evening at the going down of the sun, began the 22nd Day Shabbat of the 11th
Month of 5994s.c.

We have so much to cover in this newsletter, that there is no way to get everything in.
But before we get into the main part of the newsletter, we first want to touch on
what we spoke about in last Shabbats newsletter.
We received a question/comment that we never actually stated if the 'enoch calendar'
was right or wrong.
And also 'If the book of enoch was Scripture'.
So we want to try to make this as Clear as Possible:
Like we stated in the last newsletter: For the Simple Reason, that the 'book of enoch'
contradicts Yahuahs Word Over and Over, It Can Not Be used as Scripture Today.
As we also stated, At ONE TIME, It MAY have been Scripture, but the version which
currently exists today is far from truth, as again, It Contradicts and Goes Against the
Torah, and other Biblical books over and over again.
The 'enoch calendar' as it is often referred to, is a *SOLAR-ONLY* Calendar, is
therefore is automatically INVALID. Almost all pagan calendars in history, and all
commonly accepted calendars existing today, are Solar-Only Calendars, as nearly All
pagan cultures are Centered around Sun Worship, which goes all the way back to the
worship of Nimrod who was said to be 'reborn as the sun'.
Yahuahs Word Is very clear over and over again, that BOTH the Sun & Moon MUST
be used to speak-forth Yahuahs One and Only True Calendar. It is also the Only
Calendar which aligns with All verses of Scripture. No other calendar works, plain
and simple.

Some are also saying: "At First from creation, Yahuahs Calendar was Solar-Lunar,
BUT then was changed to Solar-Only in the days of Hezekiah."

Ok well first this statement has has ZERO Scriptural Backing, as they just add their
own opinions to Yahuahs Word.
But lets just look at this for a moment AS IF this statement were true, what happens to
Yahuahs Word?
IF Yahuah's calendar was **Solar-Lunar** from Adam to Hezekiah.
Then IF Yahuah Changed it to a **Solar-Only** from Hizqiyahu to Current Day.
Then that means One Thing, Yahuah has Turned His Word into False Teaching.
How/Why?
Because Beresheeth/Genesis 1:14 and many other verses state the the ***Sun AND
Moon*** is for Signs (Shabbat and other things) Moadim/Appointed Times, Days
(All-Days), And Years.
So IF Yahuah changed it so that the moon was 'cast away', and no longer had
anything to do with His Calendar, then that means Beresheeth/Genesis 1:14, and All
over verses which state anything about the moon, is lying, and is therefore is False.
And since Moshe/Moses Wrote the book of Beresheeth/Genesis, that means Yahuah
made Moses into a false prophet.
Now we know that the Word is True and Right, And we know that Moshe/Moses
was a True Chosen Man of Yahuah, and set forth as an overseer over kol Yisrael, and
was Commanded that he should write the Scrolls of the Torah by Yahuah.
So what does this mean?
Simple: That there can Never be a Scriptural Calendar that does not use BOTH the
SUN and Moon.
Anyone who is teaching Any Type of a "Solar-Only" calendar is teaching false
doctrine being used by the serpent to send out a flood of confusion to destroy
Yisrael.
If you didn't see our last newsletter that responds and shows how multiple points of
any "Solar-Only" calendar, which includes any "enoch type calendar" teachings, are
flat out lies and delusions sent to deceive Yisrael. Then you can read last weeks

newsletter now in our Newsletter Archive at our main website www.YHRIM.com
The direct link to that newsletter is:
http://www.yhrim.com/11-15-5994_A_Topic_that_Must_Be_Addressed.pdf

Moving on...
Time To Flee Yisrael
People keep asking when or how are we to know when it is time to go. Will Yahuah
Literally Speak to Each person and tell them "Go"?
No, It is already written in His Word. He does not need to repeat it.
What in His Word Tells us it is time?
How many signs did the Talmidim/Disciples need to know it was time?
How many signs should we as Yisrael today need?
Mattityahu/Matthew 24:3 And as He sat upon the Mount of Olives, the
talmidim/disciples came to Him privately, saying, Tell us, when shall these things be?
And what shall be the sign of Your coming, and of the end of this age?
4 And Yahushua answered and said to them, Take heed that no man deceive you.
5 For many shall come in My Name, saying, I am the Moshiach; and shall deceive
many.
6 And you shall hear of revolutions (shem tov reference) and rumors of wars: see that
you be not troubled, or become foolish: for all these things must come to pass, but the
end is not yet.
No, these were the first things to take place. So after we seen these, what is still yet
to come? Keep reading:
7 For nation shall rise against nation, and malchut/kingdom against malchut: and
there shall be famines, and pestilences, and earthquakes, in divers places.
8 All these are the beginning of sorrows.

9 Then shall they deliver you up to be afflicted, and shall kill you: and you shall be
hated by all nations for My Name’s sake.
10 And then shall many be offended, and shall betray one another, and shall hate
one another.
11 And many false neviim shall rise, and shall deceive many.
12 And because Torah-less-ness shall abound, the ahava/love of many shall grow
cold.
13 But *he that shall endure to the end, the same shall be saved. - * Daniel 12:12 - Also
all of those who endure until their own personal end in generations past.
Do we have to state the obvious and say that ALL of the things that are listed in
these verses Are Already Taking Place? If you watch our facebook page, and if you
look up actual news on your own, this should be Fully Apparent. We'll list some of
these one by one. We'll also list some links in this newsletter to a few articles and
news reports we have posted on our facebook page.
"...nation shall rise against nation, and malchut/kingdom against malchut..." - This is
already taking place, and WWIII has already begun, although most people will not
admit it.
"...famines..." - We began to tell people in early 5992sc (2010) that we had entered into
the 7 Year Global Famine. And that each year will be worse than the last. And how the
things that took place with the egyptians in Yoseph's day and during that famine were
going to repeat itself.
Here we are now near the end of the 3rd year, and this past growing season was the
worst famine and crop destruction any person alive today has ever seen, especially
when you look at it on a global scale. And as we stated before in past years, just as the
egyptians sold their cattle to pharoah under the instructions of Yoseph in the 3rd year,
ranchers this year has sold off their herds of cattle, and other livestock, because they
can not feed them through this winter. As their own crops failed, and they could not
afford to buy enough feed to keep their heards fed.
As we know many scoff and mock at these things, saying:
"What Famine?! I can go to the grocery store and buy anything I want!"
Do you not understand how depleted this nations grain and major food supplies
are?! Are you not paying attention to the multitudes of other nations who are also in a

famine, and because their crops also failed, they are buying up grain and main staple
foods as fast as they can? What do you think will happen to the supply of grain that is
available as all these nations which are buying up the food, when at the same time
there are no major crops that are being produced? The food supply is drying up!
There are masses in many nations overseas who are starving! Take north korea for
example, where people are so desperate they are at the point of cannibalism, and
some are killing and eating their own children. And this is just what little is known!
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2269094/North-Korean-parents-eat-childrendriven-mad-hunger-famine-hit-pariah-state.html#axzz2JhPNjqRa
Quote: "The Sunday Times also quoted an official of the ruling Korean Worker's party
as saying: 'In a village in Chongdan county, a man who went mad with hunger boiled
his own child, ate his flesh and was arrested
"The informant said the father killed his eldest daughter while his wife was away on business,
and then killed his son because he had witnessed the murder.
When his wife returned the man told her they had 'meat' but she became suspicious and
contacted officials who discovered part of the children's bodies.
Jiro Ishimaru, from Asia Press, which compiled a 12 page report, said: 'Particularly shocking
were the numerous testimonies that hit us about cannibalism." -end quote
Melechim Bet/2nd Kings 6:24 - 7:20
6:28 And the melech/king said to her, What bothers you? And she answered, This
woman said to me, Give me your son, that we may eat him today, and we will eat my
son tomorrow. 29 So we boiled my son, and did eat him: and I said to her on the next
day, Give your son, that we may eat him: and she has hidden her son.
My Abba Moshe EliYahu, spoke many years ago, that just like Yisrael ate their
children because they were in a siege induced famine, the people of this nation will
do the same. This judgment has now already begun to hit some nations, this nation
is fast approaching that day.
Wayiqra 26:28 Then I will walk contrary to you also in fury; and I, even I, will chastise
you seven times for your sins. 29 And you shall eat the flesh of your sons, and the flesh
of your daughters shall you eat." - It is Written

Now that is cannibalism that is a 'forced decision'. But what if you were 'taught' that
under "necessary conditions" you can eat the flesh of "infidels" (any non-muslim)? Well
that is what islam is teaching this generation.
As we posted on our facebook page:
Quote:
"The curriculum for Egyptian students at Sunni Islam’s “most reputable school” worldwide
includes permission for them to use Christians and other non-Muslims as lunch, according to a
startling report.
The curriculum says, according to the scholar: “We allowed the eating of the flesh of dead
humans ... under necessary conditions. It (human flesh) must not be cooked or grilled to avoid
Haram (evil) ... and he can kill a murtadd (apostate) and eat him.”
The scholar complained “this stuff is being taught to kids at al-Azhar.”
-end quote
http://www.wnd.com/2013/01/high-schoolers-told-cannibalism-allowed/

Why? Why must they be taught this?? What "necessary conditions" would they be in to
have to resort to cannibalism?
Because they know if they do not allow this, then their 'soldiers' will starve along
with the rest of the people.
Although they are invading nations all around the earth, which fulfills the prophecy
Yitzchak/Issac told Esav, lets just take the united states as the example. As Esav is the
forefather of the muslims, who are half of this last beast system. The two parts are the
clay and iron mixed seen in Daniel. Clay and iron won't mix, but they are seen
working together for a time for a common goal.
There are literally Millions of muslims in the united states, many an not even
counted for as they have been pouring through the southern boarder looking like
mexicans.
When the collapse of the united states begins, the muslims will go out in full force, and
kill as many people as possible. The muslim leaders know, that it will only be a short

time (hours to a day) after the collapse of the united states, there will be no food.
Therefore, once their soldiers run out of food, they will be permitted to eat the
people they have slain..."
This is all besides the many other nations, where people are barely able to scrape by
day to day, always on the verge of starvation, like many of the masses in china. Where
major regions of their crops has also failed, so china is buying rice and other food as
fast as they can. For one to feed their people now, but for two to make sure they can
still feed their people during the collapse of the united states and other western nations
in the very near future. As these economic collapses of the 'western nations' will affect
all global markets.
"...pestilences..." - There is so much pestilences that are pouring forth in these last day,
and how they are destroying almost all types of crops that can be raised, anyone
should be able to write books about them. But there is one in particular which is just
recent that I will mention. Again this is something we just recently posted on our
facebook page. What was one of the main plagues that fell in mitzrayim/egypt? It is
also one of the specific plagues that Yahuah stated He will send in these last days?
Quote:
"Nigeria News - Nine people killed as freak hailstorm rains massive boulders down
on Indian villages
Hailstones the size of boulders have rained down on villages in southern India.
At least nine people were killed when the violent weather hit several villages in the
state of Andhra Pradesh.
The hailstorm which lasted for almost 20 minutes, destroyed crops, houses and live
stock, causing devastating financial implications for residents." - end quote ~ photo
below

As we stated in the facebook post, Events are occurring daily, but because people don't
see them all occur right where they live, they don't believe.
Hail has been increasing even in storms in the US. Golf ball, Baseball, and even Softball
size hail is now common in nearly every large storm this past spring/summer/fall, due
to the changes in earth's atmosphere.
This will only increase, as it is written:
GilYahna/Reveations 16:21 And there fell upon men a great hail out of the
shamayim/heavens, every stone about the weight of a talent: and men blasphemed
YHWH because of the plague of the hail; for the plague of it was exceedingly great.
But people do not believe now, just like they did not believe in mitzrayim/egypt, just
like they did not believe in the Days of Noach/Noah.

"...earthquakes, in divers places..." - This is one of the things that I personally have
been watching for some years now. Again due to the changes that is going on in the

earth, All of the tectonic plates are 'quickly' moving, and in some areas they are
building massive pressure. The side effects from this is being seen more and more All
around the earth. But you won't hear about the vast majority of it, nor will the
government paid 'scientists' tell you why these things are occurring. Instead are part of
the people keeping things covered up to some degree by downgrading many of the
earth quakes happening, and telling people all of these things are 'normal'.
Below is a screenshot of a program I found several years ago called EarthQuake 3D,
which I've spoken about from time to time in past newsletters. This program uses the
USGS and ANSS earth quake reports, and plots them on a globe interface map. The
numbers are the earth quake magnitudes (note there were many numbers that went off
screen in this shot), and the lines connect to that quakes coordinates.
The screen shots below is from right now as I write this newsletter, beginning of the
22nd day- 11th month -5994sc (feb 1 2013) The two shots show both 'sides' of the earth.
So I'll ask you, does this look 'normal' to you? No?
Well you may also want to know, that outside of the united states, no other nation
reports any earth quakes smaller than M4.0. So all earthquakes shown outside the US
are only the ones M4.0 or greater.
You may also want to know what period of time that is being shown. ALL of the
earthquakes being shown have occurred in the last 14 days.
Now again, Do you think this is 'normal'?
Do you think this is fulfilling Mattityahu/Matthew 24:7??

Also speaking about plate movement, there is the numerous volcano activity that is
occurring all around the earth. Many so called "extinct" volcanoes are showing activity,
or even erupting. Other 'normal' volcanoes are also showing activity, even when it is
out of their 'normal schedule' . Some volcanoes have been erupting daily or semi daily
for the past couple of years. Then you have the 'Super Volcanoes' like Yellowstone,
which has been showing increased signs of activity, ground deformation, gas venting,
and in recent months they have found that the lava cavity is much larger than they first
thought, which means that there is just a lot more lava now than there was when they
last measured it. There is the 'new' super-volcano in Italy, and another one in germany,
both of which are showing signs of awakening.

Again this is all connected, and all Due to the changes in earths core, which not only is
creating the earthquakes and volcanic activity, but is also a major factor in the changes
in earths magnetic field, and many other earth changes.
I'm not going to go into detail here, but I will list a few links which are all recent:
Indonesia's Mount Lokon Volcano shaken by Double Eruptions:
http://theextinctionprotocol.wordpress.com/2013/01/31/indonesias-mount-lokonvolcano-shaken-by-double-eruptions-2/
Growing unrest seen at many of the world’s volcanoes
http://theextinctionprotocol.wordpress.com/2013/01/26/41-growing-unrest-seen-atmany-of-the-worlds-volcanoes/
Russian scientists voice concerns about dangers of a supervolcano erupting in Italy
http://theextinctionprotocol.wordpress.com/2013/01/31/russian-scientist-voicesconcerns-about-dangers-of-supervolcano-erupting-in-italy/
Is Germany’s super-volcano awakening?
http://theextinctionprotocol.wordpress.com/2011/02/15/is-germanys-super-volcanoawakening-we-think-so/
I'm not going to list all of the many reports of sinkholes and other ground destruction, that is
opening up all over the earth, which are also caused by the 'quick' plate movement. I will list the
most recent one that we posted on our facebook page along with our comments:
"As I've stated before, there are more and more sinkholes all the time. Some have swallowed
people, cars, roads, trees, buildings, and more, in nations all around the earth. We hear more and
more of these with each passing day.
Barmidbar/Numbers 16:30 "But if YHWH makes a new thing, and the earth opens her mouth,
and swallows them up, with all that pertains to them, and they go down quickly into Sheol; then
you shall understand that these men have provoked YHWH."
If people want signs to know that the nations are under judgment, look around.
Giant Sinkhole Gobbles Up Building in China
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yUA96XZP-Q4

Another event that is taking place in different nations all over the earth, is "unexplained"
explosions, although they usually try to make up explanations, other than the truth. One in
recent months, occurred just before we left indiana. When two houses were blown away
completely, two other houses were half blown away, many others set on fire and major damage
due to the explosion force/shockwave, to the point that they condemned 33 homes which are
being demolished. Yet, they 'couldn't find a cause' and at one point, they arrested 2 people
saying it might have been homicide as an explanation, but they were later released. Just 2 days
after that explosion, a restaurant blew up less than 20 miles away, but it was not as large of an
explosion. That story quickly got buried though.
Many of these powerful explosions are due to methane gas coming up through the ground,
again this occurring on this large of a scale is due because of plate and ground movement all
around the earth. There have been multiple reports of similar explosions, in different nations,
but we will only post the most recent from our facebook page here:

"This and other events have been occurring all over the nation, and even in many nations
overseas.
Yet the news completely fails to report the amount of small earthquakes, and verified reports of
methane gas (natural gas) rising out of the earth and many different locations.
Unlike propane, methane is lighter than air, therefore it rises. If methane comes out of the
ground (due to the ground/plate shifts that are occurring all over the earth) and surfaces under
some type of enclosure, like a house, building, or yes even a sewer, then it can fill the structure.
Once filled, all it takes is a spark to ignite it, as methane is Highly combustible, and very
powerful.
But you won't hear of these earth changes on the main stream media."
Gas pipe explosion destroys entire Chinese street as it rips through up market residential
area
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2267728/Gas-pipe-explosion-destroys-entire-Chinesestreet-rips-upmarket-residential-area.html#axzz2JhPNjqRa
Fire is bursting up through the streets of Omaha
http://theextinctionprotocol.wordpress.com/2013/01/29/fire-is-bursting-up-through-the-streetsof-omaha/

"...8 All these are the beginning of sorrows..." - These are just a short few examples of just a
few things going on in the earth. The earth changes are rapidly speeding up, and are becoming
more and more intense. These signs are the Beginning of Sorrows. What is this? It is the time
first 3 1/2 years which leads into the Great Tribulation which is the last 3 1/2 years, which will

be a time of Greatest Sorrow, greater than anything that has occurred in All of the history of
man.

So what happens Next?? Will there be more Signs??
"...9 Then shall they deliver you up to be afflicted, and shall kill you: and you shall be hated by
all nations for My Name‘s sake...."
This has been going on in some form for millennial. BUT these verses is specifically about
the signs that will occur Before the Return of Yahushua ha Moshiach/Messiah. This is
what is about to take place on a mass scale in all the nations of the earth. This will begin in
just the short coming months ahead. They governments/Beasts of these nations have been
making massive preparations in recent years especially, to carry this out.
Here is just a few Recent things we have posted on our facebook page about their
preparations:
(each topic will be separated by "--------------------"
--------------------------------------Georgia police acquired $200 million worth of military-grade vehicles and weapons
through DoD (Department of Defense)
http://endthelie.com/2013/02/01/georgia-police-acquired-200-million-worth-of-military-gradevehicles-and-weapons-through-dod/#axzz2JejFA3nx
--------------------------------------Quote:
Total Semiauto Gun Ban Hidden in Feinstein Bill
"Most media reports have focused on the already lengthy list of specific firearms the bill would
ban, but Alan Korwin, who has written 10 books on gun laws, says the real meaning of the bill
is hidden in the list of banned gun components.
The bill‘s definition of a ―pistol grip‖ is what concerns Korwin. According to the version of the
bill released by Feinstein‘s own website, ―The term ‗pistol grip‘ means a grip, a thumb hole
stock, or any other characteristic that can function as a grip.‖ (Emphasis added.)
Korwin warns that since semiautomatic weapons with a ―pistol grip‖ would be prohibited by the
legislation, if passed then the law would effectively ban any semiautomatic weapons that can be
gripped, which is all of them.
―In other words, the gun list does not matter,‖ Korwin told WorldNet Daily. ―It is a
smokescreen designed to distract people from the true meaning of the bill. And it has done a
magnificent job. It worked! Any semi-automatic firearm that exists, with anything on it you can
grip, is banned."

http://godfatherpolitics.com/9248/the-total-gun-ban-hidden-in-feinstein-bill/
-end quote
As we have stated in recent months, no matter what they say with their mouths, they Will Ban
All Guns. And anything that isn't 'technically banned', well they'll just shoot the person and ask
questions later, and it will be the person's fault like one 'police chief' has already stated.
Again, WHY are they going to do this?
Because they think they will get the vast majority of weapons?
No, although they will get a good %, my guess would be around 25-35% of the guns.
But that is not their first goal. Their goal is much simpler:
By making these 'laws' they will effectively turn all people who will stand up and defend
themselves into 'felons'. When this occurs, They will begin to go after these people (which
actually the arrests has already started) But when the people begin to stand up and fight back
defending their homes, persons, and families, the government will yell "Terrorists!"
At that point, it will be these people verses the government, and a 'Civil War' will ensue. Make
no mistake, the government/beast will 'win' and they will destroy these people, as they will
bring in "UN" troops, who will be mostly Russian and Chinese, besides all the muslims as the
nation breaks down into total collapse.
The above scenario is what will occur, IF there is no other event to catapult their plans forward.
In which case these events will take place even quicker, simultaneously with other major events
taking place.
In any case, They Will collapse this nation, and They will kill and destroy most of the
population, either through war and through starvation.
-----------------------------Quote:
Decorated Combat Veteran Arrested In New York: Charged With 5 Felonies For
Possession of AR Magazines
"According to Haddad‘s brother, Michael Haddad, Nathan thought these magazines were
legally made before the New York Assault Weapons Ban.
When Nathan Haddad was arrested, the new ban had not even been fully enacted yet.
This is not a criminal, this is not some thug looking to hurt people; this is a decorated combat
veteran who was recently honored by the Philadelphia chapter of Blue Star Mothers and the
Union League‘s Armed Services Council for helping disabled vets get back on their feet.
What‘s happening to Army veteran Nate Haddad is an absolute attack on liberty. Here we have
a man who honorably served his country, who was trusted with weaponry that far exceeded
anything he was carrying, that now finds himself facing the possibility of spending years in
prison.
Still think these gun control laws are meant to stop criminals?"
http://www.shtfplan.com/headline-news/decorated-combat-veteran-arrested-in-new-yorkcharged-with-5-felonies-for-possession-of-ar-magazines_01312013

-end quote
These 'laws' are going to be used so that it turns half the populations into 'felons' and they will
also be called terrorists. This is Especially True for Any Military Vets, which they are they are
watching Very Closely, and are trying in any way to dis-arm them, institutionalize them, and in
some cases just kill them.
They Do Not want there to be Anyone who can rally, lead, or train people.
-----------------------------Homeland Security has advice for confronting mass murders: scissors
http://www.nypost.com/p/news/national/shear_bravery_beats_guns_feds_d9BanDpupuVezePd6
trYoM
-----------------------------We stated back a year or so ago, that walmart was part of HLS (Home Land Security)
continuity of government plans. As it is owned by hilary clinton (51%) although they now try to
hide this. They will be used as a distribution network, as walmart has its only shipping network.
The parking lots are very large, and able to hold large trucks and vehicles, fema tents, and may
possibly even be round up points for people to be taken to train stations, or directly to fema
camps. And, just like after hurrican sandy except much worse, people will be begging to go
with the promise of food, water, & shelter.
A month or so ago, we also stated that they will begin to use the "see something say something"
program against gun owners.
They are now moving forward with this IN walmart stores. They apparently are even going to
install more screen at the checkouts, with messages from HLS or even obama.
Janet Napolitano Walmart Announcement
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mQZhvuxf0-c
Wal-Mart Invasion Part of Larger DHS Takeover of America
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ntCYiegLcxw
---------------------------------------

~ continues on next page ~

Quote:
"Obama‘s Homeland Security Department has purchased 1.4 Billion rounds of ammunition –
that is not a typo — during the last six months."
-end quote
And an approx Known total of more than 2+ Billion rounds.
They are setting them in their final position at their staging point, in preparation for use in the
coming war against america.

Obama Administration Repositioning Homeland Security Ammunition Containers
http://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2013/01/obama-administration-repositioning-homelandsecurity-ammunition-containers/
----------------------------------------Miami experiences „military‟ drill with Blackhawks; feds say drill‟s purpose is „classified‟
http://www.powerlinenewsnetwork.com/?p=18411
-----------------------------------------Army drill scares residents on Houston's south side
http://abclocal.go.com/ktrk/story?section=news%2Flocal&id=8971311
-------------------------------------------Army Invades Galveston, Texas
http://theintelhub.com/2013/02/01/army-invades-galveston-texas/
-------------------------------------------Russia Is Sending Troops To The US To Learn American Military Tactics
http://www.businessinsider.com/joint-us-russia-military-drills-2012-4
-----------------------------------------

~ continues on next page ~

Quote:
"The curriculum for Egyptian students at Sunni Islam‘s ―most reputable school‖ worldwide
includes permission for them to use Christians and other non-Muslims as lunch, according to a
startling report.
The curriculum says, according to the scholar: ―We allowed the eating of the flesh of dead
humans ... under necessary conditions. It (human flesh) must not be cooked or grilled to avoid
Haram (evil) ... and he can kill a murtadd (apostate) and eat him.‖
The scholar complained ―this stuff is being taught to kids at al-Azhar.‖
-end quote

Why? Why must they be taught this?? What "necessary conditions" would they be in to have to
resort to cannibalism?
Because they know if they do not allow this, then their 'soldiers' will starve along with the rest
of the people.
Although they are invading nations all around the earth, which fulfills the prophecy
Yitzchak/Issac told Esav, lets just take the united states as the example. As Esav is the
forefather of the muslims, who are half of this last beast system. The two parts are the clay and
iron mixed seen in Daniel. Clay and iron won't mix, but they work together for a time for a
common goal.
There are literally Millions of muslims in the united states, many an not even counted for as
they have been pouring through the southern boarder looking like mexicans.
When the collapse of the united states begins, the muslims will go out in full force, and kill as
many people as possible. The muslim leaders know, that it will only be a short time (hours to a
day) after the collapse of the united states, there will be no food. Therefore, once their soldiers
run out of food, they will be permitted to eat the dead people.
But they won't be the only one's who do this. s my Abba Moshe EliYahu has stated many times,
many will eat the dead, they will even kill and eat their own children. Just as they did in
Jerusalem before, it will occur again. It is Already Written.
But People don't believe this because they don't believe Yahuahs Word.
STUDENTS TAUGHT CANNIBALISM ALLOWED
University where Obama spoke instructs in 'this type of violence'
http://www.wnd.com/2013/01/high-schoolers-told-cannibalismallowed/#2r45AOh0Gj44tPg4.99
-----------------------------------

"No. Only in the US...
What kind of "search and rescue" follows highways in helicopters??? - None. Yet most
americans will swallow this excuse hook line and sinker.
Both the Helicopter and especially the Jet Fighter, are training for One Thing and One Thing
Only:
To be the first wave of an invasion force, to fly in under the radar to take out key facilities,
like radar towers, communications, and military ground to air defenses.
Who do you think they are preparing to invade? Who have they been testing by flying into their
airspace already?
Canada. Why Canada? Because they will use southern canada as a staging point to enter the
united states from the north.
As china is going to enter from the south." Obama to Shut Down Southern Air Defense
Systems:
Only in Russia! Tanks & jets buzz dash-cams in viral vid wave
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MJ8465iBH50
----------------------------------"Why? Because they are preparing to let the country be invaded by china coming up from
mexico."
“It Will Be Open Season for Terrorists Flying In With Nukes, Low Altitude Missiles, Or
Even Full Scale Invasion of America”
http://www.shtfplan.com/headline-news/obama-to-shut-down-southern-air-defense-systems-itwill-be-open-season-for-terrorists-flying-in-with-nukes-low-altitude-missiles-or-even-fullscale-invasion-of-america_01232013
------------------------------------------------Because it will not work with their current plans. Like we've said many times, They wrote it
with a pen, and they can change, remove, or destroy it with a pen. Its nothing more than a piece
of paper, and paper is not going to protect you.
Only Yahuah can Protect His People and see them through the Great Tribulation, but Only if we
are Obedient.
Supreme Court Judge Scalia: Constitution Is 'Dead, Dead, Dead'
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2013/01/29/scaliaconstitution_n_2574902.html?utm_hp_ref=supreme-court

----------------------------------------------What we've been saying for years. If you are in the cities when this happens, you will not
escape. Why do you think the government has pushed everyone into the cities for the last 50
years?????? Its even a major part of the UN Agenda 21 plan!
If you bury your head in the sand, these events are still coming! Open Your Eyes and Ears
Yisrael! Stop wanting to be blind to what is occurring, because you don't want to 'deal with it'.
Why every U.S. city is like a Brazilian nightclub inferno with no exits for the masses
http://www.naturalnews.com/038859_nightclub_cities_survival.html
-----------------------There is so many things going on, we can't even keep up with them all to our facebook
page, let alone include them in this newsletter. But for many more important articles and
news, go to our facebook page while you can! They have already removed us from the
facebook search, so you have to have the actual link to find us. The direct link to our page
is: http://www.facebook.com/yahushua.benmosheeliyahu
You do have to have a facebook account now to view our page. If you do not have a
facebook account because of 'privacy concerns' (which really is beside the point, because the
government is already watching everyone anyway) then go to hotmail.com or some other free
email provider, and sign up for new email address just for your facebook account. Then
go to facebook and sign up for a facebook account. You Don't have to use your Real info
(name, address, etc) for either of these! Just make up something!
Because of knowledge that Yahuah gave my Abba Moshe EliYahu about many events that were
coming, he has been telling people for 40 years that we were approaching the Great Tribulation,
and the great slaughter that would occur in all the earth.
Then three years ago, in 5992sc (2010), Yahuah gave us the understanding needed to know the
exact day and hour in which we lived, that the last 7 years had just begun (at that time), and
that we were only about 3 years away from the beginning of the Great Tribulation. We at that
time, under the Command of Yahuah as watchmen, began to sound the alarm Trying to
Wake Up Yisarel, telling them to physically prepare to flee this beast system as Yahuah
has Commanded in His Word.
GilYahna/Revelations 18:4 And I heard another voice from the shamayim, saying, Come out
of her, Ami/My people, that you be not partakers of her sins, so that you receive not of her
plagues.
GilYahna/Revelations 12:17 And the dragon was angry with the woman, and went to make
war with the remnant of her zera/seed, that shomer/observe the mitzvoth/Commandments of
YHWH, and have the testimony of Yahushua ha Moshiach.

Above In 18:4 Yahuah is Not asking... He Is Commanding Yisrael to Physically Flee Out of
Babylon/The Beast System.
WHY? Because as it is Written in GilYahna/Revelations 12:17 & Mattityahu/Matthew 24:9,
and other verses, Yahuah knows what will happen to all of those who does not flee, He has
Spoken it Already! The dragon/serpent/devil will use the beast system to destroy/kill all of
Yisrael who stays in this Beast System, all of those who do not flee into the wilderness to
Yahuah.
Yahuah Does Not Want His People to be Destroyed in the Plagues that are going to be poured
out on Babylon because of the Sins and Rebellion of this generation.
Again, Where Does the Woman/Remnant Yisrael, supposed to Flee to?? Into the
Wilderness in the mountains.
Along with the many other verses which tell us these things, the Two main verses are:
GilYahna/Revelations 12:6 And the woman fled into the wilderness, where she has a place
prepared by YHWH, that they should feed her there a thousand two hundred sixty
days/Last three and half years.
GilYahna/Revelations 12:14 And to the woman was given two wings of a great eagle, that she
might fly into the wilderness, into her place, where she is nourished for a time, and times,
and half a time (3 1/2 years), from the face of the serpent.
We have sent out many posts, newsletters, and teachings warning Yisrael to Get Prepared over
the past 3 years. We know that some of you have not heard these things until recent months,
weeks, or even days. For All of you who have Not Yet begun to Prepare, You Must Do So
Now, with whatever you are able to grab.
If that means going to walmart sporting good sections, and getting a backpack, and filling it
with the bare basic essentials. Buying heavy cloths, blankets, boots and more, from your local
retail stores or goodwill, or where ever you can get the supplies from for you and your family.
You also need food and water and other essentials in your vehicle, if you can tow a trailer and
fill it, all the better. But in any Case You Must Do So Now! As Yisrael has little time left to
Flee.
We told people several years ago, you will need to get weapons to defend your family's with, as
they would soon not be available. That is Now taking Place! Even though the 'laws' are not yet
passed, weapons are being bought out to the point that there are hardly anything left to buy.
Many manufacturers are so back logged, they have stopped taking All orders, as it will take
them months if not years to fill the order they already have, which they will never do because of
the laws and other things that will soon take place. If you do not have any weapon, and you
are able to get something, then do so. As any kind of weapon is better than none at all.

This is also occurring with many other survival and essential types of supplies. Many of the
places that we listed before as sources, now have nothing or nearly nothing, or are sold out of
essential supplies.
If you have not started to prepare, or if you want to go over the information again, here
are two main documents which speak about these subjects:
(Note that some of the links in the 2nd document may not work, or will not contain the supplies that are being
spoken of, as they have sold out or have simply stopped selling them because of pressure from obama proposed
laws, and because of the sandy hook crisis which has been used to further their agenda)

YAHUAHS COMMAND TO YISRAEL IN THESE LAST DAYS
http://www.yhrim.com/YAHUAHS_COMMAND_TO_YISRAEL_IN_THESE_LAST_DAYS.pdf

PREPARE TO FLEE KOL YISRAEL....PREPARE NOW – STRAIGHT AWAY – ASAP
– IMMEDIATELY – AT ONCE – WITH-OUT DELAY
http://www.yhrim.com/PREPARE_TO_FLEE_KOL_YISRAEL_-_Updated_6-29-5993.pdf

No matter how much info we tell you, no matter what teachings we send out, it is not our
job to convince anyone of anything. It is our job as watchmen to present the information,
whether it be news or Yahuahs Word, Warning the Whole House of Yisrael to Prepare to
Flee.
It is Each person's decision to take this information and do something about it. It is Each
Persons choice if they will stay in the beast system, or if they will Flee to the Wilderness as
the Word Commands into the Hand of Yahuah.
We have tried to deliver the message that Yahuah has placed on us to do. If a person takes
heed to the warnings or not, is up to them.
This newsletter will continue Next Week... Yahuah Willing.
Shalom Shalom,
Moshe EliYahu & Yahushua ben Moshe EliYahu
Our Website: www.YHRIM.com
Fellowship Network: http://restorationofyisrael.ning.com
Our Facebook Current Event Info Page:
http://www.facebook.com/yahushua.benmosheeliyahu
"No Scripture Ever Contradicts another Scripture, if it seems to we just need to adjust our
perspective until we can see them clearly. Unless you can use All of Yahuahs Word without
throwing any out, you can't Teach that subject Fully or Correctly."
Ahmos /Amos 9:9-11 "For, see, I will command, and I will sift Beit Yisrael among all nations,
like corn is sifted in a sieve, yet the least kernel of grain shall not fall upon the earth. 10 All the
sinners of My people shall die by the sword, who say, The evil shall not overtake nor find us.
11 In that day I will raise up the Sukkah of David that has fallen, and close up the breaches of
it; and I will raise up its ruins, and I will rebuild it as in the days of old:”

Luka/Luke 21:28 ―And when these things begin to come to pass, then look up, and lift up your
heads; for your Geulah/Redemption draws near.‖
Hoshea/Hosea 14:1-9 “4 I will heal their backsliding, I will love them instantly: for My anger
will be turned away from him.‖
---------------------------------NOTICE: You are receiving this broadcast message because you are either a member of the
Restoration of All Things Network, or You are signed up to the YHRIM mailing list. If you no
longer wish to receive Restored Truth Teachings and Messages, you can unsubscribe from the
mailing list, and/or delete your account from the Restoration of All Things Network.

